Violence affected my life because of the shooting that is going on in my neighborhood are really deadly. One of my friends were shot around the neighborhood he was shot in head, his name was Steve Odom. The stabbing in the neighborhood is sometimes good and bad. It affects me because there should not be any violence at all, but that is just the way it is. Another reason it affects me because in the summer I cannot go to the park, because there is too much shooting in the parks. Another reason why it affected my life is because of the government, whose bringing guns and pocket knifes to the stores and schools in the United States. Another reason why kids bring knifes and guns to school are for revenge. I think the cause of violence are kids who get bullied, that would add up to violence. Not keeping the mouth shut. Fights would also lead to violence. Butting into others business. Arguments are also big which would lead to it. Not getting an education. Being out on the streets. People, who are fighting over girlfriend boyfriends, would lead really to violence. People who talk about other people behind their back. People who are in jail, because they sold drugs, which can to violence. People who are alcoholics, for example if you look at that person the wrong way they would go off, that is because they are drunk, they will always do that. Those would be the cause of violence.

The thing I can do to reduce violence is that I could be a psychologist to talk to people who are involved wanting to
kill or harm themselves or wanting to kill or harm other people, involved in gangs, knifes or violence. I would tell police officers to watch the streets where there would be crime scenes in the neighborhood. I would also have wittiness to confess to the detectives to tell what happen at the crime scene. I will protest that the detectives would fid him/her so he/she would not harm anyone else, in the neighborhood. To reduce burglars I would give houses cameras around the houses such as the grounds, in the lights, and I will also give a free camera TV to put in the house. I would want to put cameras in the street lights. I will take knifes out of stores, and gun out of stores also. I would protect the every house in the United States. I would give the protector of the house a gun for self defense. I would also provide stop the violence programs of people who are involved in guns, knifes, and violence. I will say “if you don’t go to all of your programs everyday you would be put in jail. I would take away the parks where violence happens such as selling drugs, shootings, and stabbings. I would also away school actives’ and put longer hours in the schedule. I would also give help to people who are involved with violence. That is what I would do to reduce the violence in the neighborhoods.